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Abstract. Aiming at the low efficiency problem of the existing ray tracing algorithm, we design a 
low-complexity ray tracing algorithm based on the virtual source. In order to reduce the 
computational complexity, we design a concept-"virtual wall" to reduce the number of walls to be 
searched. Meanwhile, the depth-first-search algorithm is employed to complete the tree structure 
establishment of the virtual source, which can acquire all the effective paths between the source and 
the destination node without repeating traversal. The simulation results show that the improved 
algorithm can accurately find all the valid path from the transmitter to the receiver, and the. 
computational complexity of the improved algorithm is reduced. 

Introduction 
In recent years, with the development of mobile communications technology and 

communications services, the high demand for personal communications system capacity conflicts 
the limited resource of frequency. Microcell system using FDM（Frequency Division Multiplexing）
to alleviate this contradiction has been widely used. In this process, on the one hand the effective 
coverage problems of radio waves have become increasingly prominent, on the other hand those 
experiential models obtained from statistical way will no longer apply. Ray tracing method based on 
geometrical optics theory (GTO) and uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [1] is a prediction 
technique of radio wave propagation characteristics used in microcell environment [2,3]. 

Ray tracing method can be divided into two categories: forward and reverse ray tracing method. 
In forward method, infinite number of emitted rays are quantified into a limited number，In order to 
obtain the final valid paths, tracing each path to determine whether it can reach the receiving point. 
Forward method has a faster speed, but both radius of the reception ball and the quantizing step size 
of emission angle affect the accuracy of the algorithm. Reverse method adopts the image theory of 
geometric optics to seek multi-level image nodes so as to get the image tree, then tracing a path 
from the receiving point to the source point. However, high complexity exists in the reverse 
algorithm. Document [4] presented a ray tracing algorithm based on virtual source tree to get better 
prediction accuracy, however, this algorithm still exists the problem of low efficiency. For this 
reason, we design a low-complexity ray tracing algorithm based on the virtual source in order to 
reduce the computational complexity. 

Propagation modeling 
Propagation model is generally divided into two categories: 3D models and 2D models. The 

scenario this paper studies is urban micro-cellular environment, where transmitting and receiving 
antennas is less than the height of the surrounding buildings, in this case the diffraction from the top 
of the building to the receiving antenna can be ignored [5,6,7], thus, the ray-tracing prediction can 
be done in the two-dimensional map. The scenario we choose is depicted in Fig.1, which illustrates 
a plane view of the downtown core of Ottawa, Canada[8]. 

As to the ray tracing algorithm, all propagation paths are a combination of reflection and edge 
diffraction. As is explained in the ray tracing algorithm based on virtual source tree [9], reflective 
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surface and the diffracted edge are recorded in the tree structure. In order to better explain the 
principles of the virtual source tree algorithm, first define three sources: transmitter, image and 
diffraction sources. Creating a virtual source tree structure and judging the validity of each source 
[10] is the key to this algorithm. 
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Fig. 1   Two - dimensional model of city building 

Accelerated algorithm based on virtual source tree ray tracing method 
Ray tracing algorithm based on the virtual source has high complexity, and the number of 

sources showed exponential growth with the reflective walls. In this paper, we propose the 
following two improvements: First, the aided design concept of "virtual wall" is adopted to reduce 
the number of walls to be searched, accomplish the validity decision of nodes, and compress the 
search space of the nodes.; meanwhile, the depth-first-search algorithm is employed to complete the 
tree structure establishment of the virtual source, which can acquire all the effective paths between 
the source and the destination node without repeating traversal. 

Virtual wall: a "virtual merger" ideological of walls is adopted, the walls on the same line is 
regarded as the "same" (the ellipse shown in Fig 1), while the real wall is only the reachable surface 
of the "virtual wall". This is because the image nodes on these walls are coincident, based on which 
can eliminate the need for repeating the search. As shown in Table 1, the number of combined 
virtual walls was reduced by forty percent compared to the real wall, and the complexity of the 
algorithm is greatly reduced. In reality, the layout street of urban construction often has this 
smoothness, so the concept of a virtual wall has certain application value. 

Number of real walls  Number of virtual walls  

Eighty  Forty-eight  

Table 1   Comparison of the number of walls before and after the virtual merger 
Tx node 

Diffraction node

Reflection 
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Fig. 2   Virtual source tree 
When considering the diffraction, the effective diffraction node can be regarded as a virtual 

source, which can be added to the search tree. Here, the necessary and sufficient condition of 
validity is that it is shelterless between the diffraction point and the virtual source. On this basis, as 
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is shown in Fig 2, we use a depth-first algorithm to create a virtual source multi-tree, each branch of 
the tree represents a path, if the current path can reach the receiving node, this path will be regarded 
as valid.  

The steps of the accelerated algorithm is shown in Fig 3 
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Fig. 3  Flow chart of the accelerated algorithm 

Simulation and analysis 
Select a model of buildings shown in Fig 1.Respectively set the coordinate of the emission point 

and the receiving point to be (300,230) and (500,200) to accelerate the simulation algorithm. 

        
(a)  Two reflections, one diffraction    (b) One reflection, two diffractions 

Fig 4   Comparison of two kinds of simulation 
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As shown in Fig 4, the number of paths in Fig 4(a) is significantly less than in Fig 4(b), from 
which we can determine that when there is no direct path between the transmission node and the 
receiving node, the main propagation mechanism is diffraction. 

Summary 
To solve the high-computation-complexity problem of the ray tracing, we reduce the traversal 

number of the wall in the process of the validity judgement of the nodes with combining the virtual 
wall. Meanwhile the depth-first-search algorithm is employed to complete the tree structure 
establishment of the virtual source, which can improve the prediction efficiency of the algorithm. 
The simulation results show that the improved algorithm can accurately find all the valid path  
from the transmitter to the receiver, and this algorithm also can be used in complex urban 
environments.  
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